
Foreword

Intel Malaysia was awarded the Champion for Gender 
Inclusive Workplace at the UN Women Asia Pacific WEPs 
Awards 2021 on 18th November. This is a regional award, in 
addition to our win at the country level awards in October.

Planned as an annual event, the UN Women Asia-Pacific 
WEPs Awards is the first awards initiative in the region to 
recognize exemplary business practice for gender equality 
aligned to the Women’s Empowerment Principles (WEPs).

Intel broke ground on its new advanced packaging 
facility on 17th December, marking another major 
milestone and a new era for Intel Malaysia. This 
follows the announcement by Intel CEO Pat 
Gelsinger on the plan to invest more than RM30 
billion over the next decade in the country. 

Pelican Project is expected to begin production in 
2024 and create 4,000+ jobs in Intel and 5,000+ 
construction jobs in the country. The story was 
picked up by key publications around the world:

Driving Learning Opportunities
On 2nd December, Penang International Science Fair 2021 was conducted fully virtually 
for the first time. Intel Malaysia continued our strong support for this flagship event by 
being a key sponsor.

We successfully completed student workshop sessions 
(solar car kit) on 23rd and 24th November. Almost 280 
school students and teachers attended via Teams to 
assemble their kits under the mentorship of 35 Intel 
Malaysia volunteers. We also had a virtual STEM/career 
talk on artificial intelligence by our own engineer, Arshad 
Mehmood. Click here for the list of VPISF 2021 activities.

Launching AI Programs 
in Malaysia 
In collaboration with the Malaysian Investment 
Development Authority (MIDA) and the Malaysia 
Productivity Corporation (MPC), Intel Malaysia virtually 
launched the Intel Artificial Intelligence for Universities 
(AI4U) program on 29th November. Sivasuriyamoorthy, 
Deputy CEO, MIDA launched the event with Eric Chan, 
VP, IoTG, Intel Malaysia. 

The second Artificial Intelligence for SMEs (AI4S) 
enhanced program was launched in late October and 
reaffirmed Intel Malaysia's support for domestic SMEs 
to adopt AI. Ruban Kanagaratnam, VP, PSG was Intel’s 
representative.

Strengthening Collaboration 
with the Government
Malaysia Finance Minister Tengku Datuk Seri Zafrul Abdul 
Aziz and his delegation visited our PG8 plant on 9th 
October with Penang Chief Minister Chow Kon Yeow. The 
visit was part of the Finance Minister’s ‘Jelajah ke Pulau 
Pinang’ (A Visit To Penang) program in preparation for 
Budget 2022.

AK Chong, Vice President of Manufacturing and Supply 
Chain and Operations, Intel Corporation and Managing 
Director of Intel Malaysia and team hosted them and held 
discussions on growth and talent. Click here for the story in 
Buletin Mutiara, the official news channel of the Penang 
state government.

Intel Malaysia was one of the winners in this year’s MY 
AMCHAM CARES that celebrates member 
companies’ strong commitment to corporate 
citizenship. H.E. Brian McFeeters, US Ambassador to 
Malaysia, graced the event as AK Chong, Vice 
President of Manufacturing and Supply Chain and 
Operations, Intel Corporation and Managing Director 
of Intel Malaysia represented Intel Malaysia at the 
recent AMCHAM Thanksgiving luncheon in KL.
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Fueling Development 
Opportunities with NCIA 
NCIA (Northern Corridor Implementation Authority), 
in collaboration with Intel, Motorola Solutions and 
Universiti Sains Malaysia as key partners and a few 
SME companies, successfully kicked off the 
industry-demand driven ‘Engineering Software 
Talent’ (EnSofT) to develop more local talents in 
embedded software, Android embedded and 
Android application knowledge and skills.
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As you are aware, Malaysia was rocked by massive floods in the central and east coast 
of peninsular Malaysia during mid/end of December 2021. I’m proud to say that Intel 
Malaysia employees came forward to contribute RM120,000 (at this point of writing) 
as we partnered with external organizations (e.g. non-profit organizations) on the flood 
relief programs. Also, very recently, Intel Malaysia, in partnership with Intel Foundation 
and Buddhist Tzu Chi Merits Society Malaysia, launched the Malaysia Floods Disaster 
Relief donation campaign.

This campaign gives Intel employees a chance to contribute and help the flood 
victims, and the donations would be matched by Intel Foundation. To my fellow Intel 
employees who had chipped in, thank you. If you haven’t done so, you can still donate 
as the closing date will be on 18th January ’22.

Uyen Ho
Director, 
Global Public Affairs,
Intel Malaysia & Vietnam

Year 2021 had seen so many major events happening around the world. I’m thrilled that, in our own backyard, our 
site expansion Pelican Project lifted off in mid-December. It fills me with deep pride that this project, which is 
scheduled to begin production in 2024, will generate 4,000+ jobs in Intel and 5,000+ construction jobs in 
Malaysia.

While the year has been filled with challenges, we’re also grateful that we managed to discover some amazing 
opportunities to grow and learn. Do relive the key happenings from Q1 – Q3 2021 through these video highlights:
Q1’21 / Q2’21 / Q3‘21.

As we welcome 2022, let’s continue being bold in embracing chances, changes and challenges. Stay safe, and all 
the very best for the new year!

Reuters         ChannelNews Asia          South China Morning Post         Bernama

The Malay Mail             Buletin Mutiara           Harian Metro         China Press

Giving Back to the Community
CS Give Back Day 2021 was a simple yet meaningful 
partnership between Corporate Services (CS) Malaysia
and Public Affairs (PA) Malaysia. 108 CS MY employees 
wrote two motivational quotes each for the Asia 
Community Service (ACS) - a center for the disabled - in 
Balik Pulau, Penang. The quotes were printed on cards 
which were sent by PA MY to ACS.  

At the same time, PA MY also assisted in purchasing 
batik stamp, batik dye and white cloth needed by the 
members as they couldn’t go to ACS to carry out their 
daily activities due to the pandemic. ACS helped to sell 
these items and the proceeds went to the members as 
their income.

To know more about Intel’s Corporate Social Responsibility, please visit CSR@Intel.

Intel Corporation (NASDAQ: INTC) expands the boundaries of technology to make the most amazing experiences 
possible. You may know us for our processors, but we do so much more. From powering the latest devices and the 
cloud you depend on, to driving policy diversity, sustainability and education, we create value for our stockholders, 
customers and society.

Additional information about Intel is available at newsroom.intel.com and blogs.intel.com.
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Helping the Flood Victims 
Tens of thousands of families were displaced due to 
the massive floods largely in the central and east coast 
of peninsular Malaysia in mid/end Dec’21. Many flood 
evacuees were sheltered in relief centers. Intel 
Malaysia donated RM100,000 to Yayasan Salam 
Malaysia (a non-profit organization) and NGO in Kuala 
Lumpur to help with flood relief and clean-up 
operations. Volunteers (under Yayasan Salam) were in 
Hulu Langat and Banting (Selangor) on 25th and 26th 
December to help clean up the areas affected by the 
floods.

We also contributed RM20,000 to KITA (Kulim 
Industrial Tenants’ Association) to purchase items for 
flood relief initiatives at places identified by MITI 
(Ministry of International Trade and Industry).

Spreading the Deepavali Cheer 
Public Affairs (PA) Malaysia donated Deepavali 
dresses and shirts to about 130 orphans from 3 
Volunteer Matching Program (VMP) NGOs - 
Penang Shan Home, Batu Grace Home (Kulim) and 
Kamakshi Home (Kulim) as part of the Deepavali 
Festive Cheer program.
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